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1. Public Relations Scope of Work
1.1 Project Information
The City of Prescott (City) has undertaken a project to create a Master Plan to revitalize a 1.2 mile stretch of
Granite Creek. The Master Plan will focus on the Granite Creek Trail and Greenway Trail, from Aubrey Street to
Granite Creek Park. The corridor allows for various access points to businesses, restaurants, Mile High Middle
School, downtown events, and more. The Master Plan is being created to enhance the creek corridor through
improving the function of the creek, water quality, trails, access points, and enhancing security and
beautification.
1.2 Public Involvement Scope of Work
Beta Public Relations (BetaPr) was tasked with providing the City of Prescott City Manager’s Office public
involvement services for the Granite Creek Corridor Revitalization Project. BetaPr provided the following
Scope of Work to the City on Thursday, May 30, 2019.
Task 1 –Stakeholder Meeting Notification Design and Production
BetaPr designed and produced a notification flier (Appendix A) on Monday, June 17, 2019. The flier served
as a public meeting invitation and general information piece.
Task 2 – Stakeholder Meeting Notification Mailing
47 notification fliers were mailed directly to property owners adjacent to the project corridor (Appendix
B), who’s addresses were generated from the Yavapai County Assessor’s website. In addition to this
distribution, the flier was given to the Granite Creek Corridor Revitalization Committee for door‐to‐door
distribution.
Task 3 – Facilitate Public Meetings
BetaPr facilitated two public meetings. The first meeting, held on Monday, June 24, was held specifically
for stakeholders adjacent to the project area. The second meeting, held on Wednesday, June 26, was held
for the general public. Facilitation efforts included producing meeting materials, assisting with
presentations, and meeting set‐up and take‐down.
Task 4 – Progress Meetings
BetaPr attended two progress meetings to coordinate the public involvement with the project team. The
first meeting was held on Thursday, June 6, with the second held on Thursday, June 20.
Task 5 – eNews Development Support
BetaPr supported City staff with the release of an eNewsletter and Press Release prior to the public
meeting.
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2. Community Open House Meeting Summary
2.1 Stakeholder Meeting Date, Time, and Location
The following venue for the Stakeholder Meeting was secured based on its proximity to the project area:
Monday, June 24, 2019 from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
City Hall Council Chambers
201 South Cortez Street, Prescott, Arizona, 86303
2.2 Stakeholder Meeting: Attendees
A total of 33 stakeholders signed in when they arrived (Appendix C). Most meeting attendees were
business and property owner’s who are directly adjacent to the project corridor.
2.3 Stakeholder Meeting: Comment Forms
No comment forms were submitted to BetaPr at the conclusion of the stakeholder meeting. However,
there were 21 questions (Appendix D) asked and answered during the meetings designated Q&A session.
Meeting attendees were also told they could mail the comment form directly to the City Manager’s Office
at a later date.
2.4 Public Open House Meeting Date, Time, and Location
The following venue for the Public Open House Meeting was secured based on its proximity to the project
area:
Wednesday, June 26, from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Founding Fathers
218 North Granite Street, Prescott, Arizona, 86303
2.5 Public Open House Meeting: Attendees
A total of 37 stakeholders signed in when they arrived (Appendix E). Most community meeting attendees
were residents who are interested in the project and wanted their input heard.
2.6 Public Open House Meeting: Comment Forms
One comment form was submitted to BetaPr at the conclusion of the meeting (Appendix F).
Meeting attendees were also told they could mail the comment form directly to the City Manager’s Office
at a later date.
2.7 Meeting: Displays
A total of four displays were produced for the stakeholder meeting, with thirteen displays produced for
the public open house meeting. Displays were produced by Kimley‐Horn and the Granite Creek Corridor
Revitalization Committee.
 Four displays with site photos – produced by Granite Creek Corridor Revitalization Committee
 Three aerial plan sets – produced by Kimley‐Horn
 Six displays with potential amenities – produced by Kimley‐Horn
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APPENDIX B
Property Owner Address List

Name

Address

Paula Walsh
Wilder House LLC
MMW Trust
James & Susan Tibbetts
Rovala Trust
Triad Investments LLC
Prescott Junior High
Prescott Senior High School
Thomas Rusing
Ties that Bind LLlp
Granite Street Offic Building LLC
Trengove Family Trust
BJ LLC
BJ LLC
BJDM Investments, LLC
David Wollos
William Joseph Osterkamp
George Pellin & Vicki Charlene
Joseph & Marsha Lynn Manning
McCormick Place Partners, LLC
Prescott Historical Society of Arizona
Pauleto Family Trust
Marie Smith Tugana Living Trust
Valley Natl Bank of Phoenix
Rox Investments, LLC
JDS Family Limited Partnership
Prescott Creekside Properties, LLC
Oaks Professional Building Partnership
Future Focus Properties, LLC
Marco Antonio Rafael Valdez
Don Karcie Trust
Big Easy Bar, Inc.
Beastro, LLC

1151 Deer Run Rd, Prescott, AZ 86303‐5362
1000 Country Club Dr, Prescott, AZ 86303‐3402
5845 Avenida Encinas #138, Carlsbad, CA 92008‐4432
330 S Montezuma St, Prescott, AZ 86303‐4222
PO Box 25500, Prescott Valley, AZ 86312‐5500
PO Box 708, Prescott, AZ 86302‐0708
146 S Granite St, Prescott, AZ 86303
146 S Granite St, Prescott, AZ 86303
985 Ponderosa Trl, Prescott, AZ 86303
14201 N Hayden Rd, Apt. B‐4, Scottsdale, AZ 85260‐2931
1720 W Pasa Tiempo Ln, Prescott, AZ 86305‐6224
220 Hidden Dr, Prescott, AZ 86303
33619 W Gold Nugget Ln, Wickenburg, AZ 85390‐1607
101 N Tryon St, Charlotte, NC, 28246‐0100
5037 E Regina Ct, Prescott, AZ 86301‐5986
325 W Gurley St, Unit 304, Prescott, AZ 86301‐3606
325 W Gurley St, Unit 303, Prescott, AZ 86301‐3606
16286 Pacific Cir, Apt. C, Huntington Beach, CA 92649‐1861
325 W Gurley St, Unit 301, Prescott, AZ 86301‐3606
325 W Gurley St, Ste. 201, Prescott, AZ 86301‐3604
415 W Gurley St, Prescott, AZ 86301‐3615
PO Box 11360, Prescott, AZ 86304‐1360
141 S McCormick St, Ste. 206, Prescott, AZ 86303‐4731
PO Box 1919, Wichita Falls, TX, 76307‐1919
442 W Korsten Rd, Ste. 101, Casa Grande, AZ 85122‐5922
3205 Lakeside Vlg, Prescott, AZ 86301‐7656
PO Box 831, Prescott, AZ 86302
1339 Olive St, Ramona, CA 92065‐1826
PO Box 10310, Prescott, AZ 86304‐0310
PO Box 11895, Prescott, AZ 86304‐1895
PO Box 3937, Prescott, AZ 86302‐3937
PO Box 12946, Prescott, AZ 86304‐2946
PO Box 3080, Gilbert, AZ 85299‐3080

Kimberly Meagher
Stephen Fazekas
Cai Hiu Ling
330 W Gurley Street, LLC
Founding Fathers Properties, LLC
City of Prescott
John David Lister
Arizona Public Service Company
Richard & Marti Biel
Lawrence & Sonya Herrera
Randy & Lori Pulsifer
Ggmm Enterprises, Inc.
Paul Byron Rooks
Williams Family Trust

PO Box 3080, Gilbert, AZ 85299‐3080
111 N McCormick St, Prescott, AZ 86301‐2703
431 Savoy St, Los Angeles, CA 90012‐1464
533 Lark Haven Cir, Prescott, AZ 86303‐5785
PO Box 13172, Prescott, AZ 86304‐3172
201 S Cortez St, Prescott, AZ 86303‐3938
228 N Granite St, Prescott, AZ 86301
PO Box 53999, Ms 9565, Phoenix, AZ 85072‐3940
1761 Laurel Ln, Prescott, AZ 86301‐4206
660 E Galveston St, Gilbert, AZ 85295‐4760
7154 W State St #116, Boise, ID 83714‐7421
555 E Z St, Prescott, AZ 86301‐2624
7668 W Tierra Buena Ln, Peoria, AZ 85382‐3873
555 N 6th St, Prescott, AZ 86301
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APPENDIX D
Q&A Summary

1. Q: Thank you for working on this, I’m so excited to see this happen. Is the Master Plan going to
look at other creeks and trails and possible connectivity to other parts of town? I live outside of
town and I would love to be able to get my family downtown on a trail without having to drive.
A: For now, it is just going to focus on this stretch. But I can imagine this moving outward and
moving to Miller Creek and continuing along Granite Creek to the Peavine Trail eventually. We
are always working on trying to utilize those creek corridors to a better degree. Part of the
problem with that is property boundaries and extents. We’ve been pretty successful getting
easements or land donations or license agreements. We just connected to the Rodeo Grounds
and I think we had 13 different property owners that we had to work with on that a couple years
ago. But we will continue to work headed out towards White Spar, that’s another goal. We’d like
to do more, and it will take time.
2. Q: Tyler, Richard Hernandez with Yavapai College. I think you just answered my question, but is
there a way to connect this project with the Circle Trail? A simple way?
A: Yes there is, a long‐term goal of ours is to connect the Greenways Trail out to the Peavine
Trail, becoming part of the Circle Trail. So to answer your question in a larger way, we are always
working on trail connectivity and we look at it like a road system, because it is a method of
transportation.
3. Q: Is there a way to connect the trail to Yavapai College?
A: Yeah, we have a little piece that we lack, but we are working on the connection.
4. Q: I understand why the scope of the study is what it is, starting at Aubrey Street. Is that
because of the entertainment district?
A: I think it’s really apart of accessibility as well, I know we are trying to move the trail further
south, but Aubrey was a more natural starting point headed north.
5. Q: I live on the next block from the trailhead at Aubrey and there is significant foot traffic that
accesses Granite Street to get to the trail. So you have a built‐in audience for the expansion who
already walk to the Creek. I’d like to see that as a future phase of this development because it
could certainly use enhancement for lighting and other issues dealing with safety. And with the
overall corridor safety, I walk it a lot and a couple of trouble points in the underpasses at
Goodwin and Gurley. They look like they could be intimidating to folks as you go under the
bridge and there could be something lurking. That should be looked at as well for safety.
A: Thank you.

6. Q: Question along similar lines, when the Master Plan was developed on the south end it stops
at Aubrey. Was there a discussion to take it to Leroux, which is a major artery that connects
folks east and west.
A: Over the years, there has been outreach to some of the property owners headed out that
way and there has been some hesitance. Cause remember, if one property owner isn’t receptive
to it, it kind of blocks the rest of it. So we will continue to perform outreach in that area, but I
know a couple years ago everybody was reached out to and there was some reluctance. But one
of the things we’ve noticed over the years, in the beginning people are hesitant because they
think it will introduce a bad element to the neighborhood or businesses. Really, it’s quiet the
contrary, it helps improve safety and it cleans up the trash and those types of things. To answer
your question yes, we’d like to connect to White Spar and Forest service that way. It’s fairly
ambitious with a lot of coordination and negotiations, but we will continue to work on those.
7. Q: So, as a business owner there, for example, at Leroux and Granite. If the Master Plan isn’t
taking it as far south as Leroux at this time, can we as a community project take some steps to
clean up that stretch between Leroux and Aubrey or do we need to coordinate with the City?
A: If we have legal access to the property, we absolutely can. If we don’t, then we really can’t go
on private property. Is that stretch of property private or owned by the City?
8. Q: There is an 80 foot Right of Way there from the east side of the asphalt and across the Creek
to the property lines on Granite. People have created a trail and are using it.
A: I’d be happy to talk to you guys after the meeting because we can put together a work group
easily. Additionally, one of our partners on the Committee is Prescott Creeks and that was
definitely a focus area of a big cleanup we just did about a month and a half ago. We took 4.1
tons of trash out of the creeks and that was definitely an area. And if you have a hotspot there,
you can bring it to Joe or to the Committee and we’d be happy to add it to next year’s cleanup.
9. Q: We would like to participate to enhance that in any way we can. Even if it’s not part of the
Master Plan. As this gentleman mentioned, we witness a lot of people trying to access the trail
right there at Leroux and since its not very well defined there, it’s a challenge to actually find the
trail and some parts are not well defined. We end up redirecting them down towards Aubrey.
A: Let’s talk about options after the meeting.
10. Q: Yeah, and the Lazy G will be opening this Summer and it will be another key destination along
the corridor.
A: We will take a look.

11. Q: Do you know what the ask is going to be from businesses as far as easements along the
Corridor? Is it just to get along? Or creating our own easements?
A: Well, as far as we have for this project, we have easements from Aubrey up. So, it will depend
on the flexibility and if there are discrepancies, but a big part of it, especially if there are
questions regarding fencing. Which will be discussed later. In your area specifically, we haven’t
identified where the trail will go or how it will work. It currently just walks along the easement.
12. Q: I know there was a Greenway Easement defined at one point, but it had a 10‐year limit on it
and expired like 3 years ago. And so it would have been nice to catch it then, so we might have
to go to a board to re‐negotiate it again.
A: We’ll talk about it as we move closer to the area.
13. Q: Hi I’m Laurel Freeman, I live just up Madison, so at the other end of the northern limits.
Where they’ve just moved the tables that have been at Sheldon and Montezuma, which they
got from a grant for the Feed the Hungry Project, and now they’re down at Madison. And I
think, we’ve lived there and used that trail a lot, and I’ve never felt and safety concerns. But I
think I think the concern is around the homeless population in town and how we can integrate
to where there isn’t the sense of the “other” in the Creek. We have an opportunity by putting
the tables down there, because I understand the grant was also for enhancing the Dexter
neighborhood by putting in activities and getting other people down there. So that it isn’t this
ghetto and only homeless people invited. That is not the intention. I just wondered how that
was discussed and what ideas you had.
A: Well I think in increasing the number of people on the trail will alleviate the safety concerns
and lighting and access as well so people feel like they can get off at any point and aren’t
confined to the corridor. And of course, incorporating the Hilton Gardens and the many
amenities there is going to be a big aspect of it and will bring people there naturally. Maybe they
will look at the trail and say “Hey look at this. This is a nice trail. It’s going to lead us
downtown!”. And of course, we are going to look at other elements too, as Rebeca mentioned.
Bache ball or other things to include and bring more people and attention to it.

14. Q: Just for the engineers, how far along into the study are we? I know for a long time it’s just
been an untouchable space, like cause it’s a floodway. Is that a reality that we will be able to do
things in the Creek, like what do the engineers say? Cause that has been the default answer for
improvements for a long time.
A: To speak on this, some of the things we’ve seen on the Creek has been incision into the
existing channel and eating into some City infrastructure. And we believe that we can
strengthen those points and the channel without making the channel any taller. Which would
impact your flooding. We’ve been working pretty closely with the Flood Control district to make
sure that everything that we do, would make it better or not affect the flooding. So we are
trying to constrain the design of any improvements to the physical creek to make sure that we
don’t have to for new flood registration. So far, we haven’t had a need to do that. The City has a
new floodplain map coming out fairly soon that will show all the reaches throughout town and I
believe Granite Creek is included. I believe with this study; we’ll be running through the recent
floodplain mapping to make sure everything jives. To your point, the floodway elevation went
up to 2.5 feet which rendered a lot of that corridor difficult to develop. So there will be another
study to address it. The problem with the floodways is, if you put the wrong fencing in or
anything that changes the flow at all, you not only alter what impacts your property, but also
everything that happens upstream and downstream. That’s why its been a no‐no, and plan is to
be working with and not against the flooding.
15. Q: More just curious, do you guys have a demographic on this market research? The safety
issue, is that a misconception or is there actually crime on the trail?
A: As far as the demographic, it’s pretty anonymous. We don’t know age. We just know if they
live in Prescott or not. For the security, I don’t want to put Chief Black on the spot, but I
personally think it’s a misconception. So there is a perception of poor safety, especially lighting.
Actually reported crime is what we initiate. So I’ve got a squad of guys on bikes who are
patrolling, so when they see something and observe a violation, i.e. drug use, fighting, etc. that’s
most of what generates the crime, is our own initiating. Not so much calls down there.
16. Q: Good Morning, Will there be funds set aside for changing the image? Like an advertising
campaign? The second part of my questions, has there been any discussion of the baffles to hold
more water in the Creek year‐round?
A: Yes to both. So, for the financing, our goal once the Plan is created. It would be to seek
further grant funding. The Plan is currently being funded by a grant and we would go back to the
Arizona Water Protection Fund and others that we can find to get funding for the capital project.
As well as approaching City Council and including it in the Capital Improvements plan as part of
the normal budget cycle, we just need to figure out how much it would cost first. The second
portion, as part of the survey we asked if folks would like to see augmented water flow through
the Creek, and I’m not an engineer and I don’t know what it would take, but the response was
yes, folks would like to see water in the Creek year round and I think there are responsible ways
we can do that for both safety and water quality.

17. Q: The Tempe Town lake is a perfect example, just on a much larger scale. During the monsoons,
the baffles drop and the water goes through and it would be nice to have water in the Creek
year‐round. But there will be funds available to help change perception? I live downtown and I
think there is a problem down there. And I think once the lighting and walkway is enhanced, it
would be nice to get the word out.
A: I imagine we will have a full‐blown advertising campaign once the plan in complete. “Come
see your new Corridor” you know, City Manager Michael Lamar is always saying “let’s take
advantage of what we have” you know this is something we have in our hands already, it just
needs to be improved upon a little bit. So once it is, I think it will be an attraction point even for
people who live here. And a lot of people on the survey said they didn’t know about it and this is
our chance to show them.
18. Q: Would this be a project that would qualify for Block Grant Funds?
A: I imagine it could. Once we identify the price, we can look at it.
19. Q: More of a comment, I think your one graphic on uses of the trail is a bit skewed. You have
transportation as a smaller part, and I think transportation is one of the more important
features of the corridor. And if you’re using the trail to get to recreation or dining or a business,
you’re using it for transportation. Can’t overlook the importance. Second comment, in regard to
the enhance flow options, I think that is a quick ticket to unintended consequences with
mosquito populations down there who wouldn’t be there if its dry. I would be a lot more
comfortable if this way viewed as a multi‐phase project with this as the first phase because we
really want to see the connectivity to Peavine and Forest.
A: Thank you.
20. Q: I’d like to tag on to that, about having better access and marking to the Fairgrounds. That is
touching not only local people, but folks who visit as well. We are in the tourist business and
have vacation rentals and maybe 3 times a week we have people asking “Hey can we walk down
the trail downtown?” and I say having lived here, “ It’s not well marked and there is a lot of
homeless who are living along the corridor.” I’m not comfortable telling guests they should walk
along there. You could have so many more people from around town accessing the trails.
A: Thank you. Connectivity will certainly be in the discussion.
21. Q: It seems like there is a lot of focus on just the downtown area, and a lot of it feels a bit
overreaching, with dog parks and water parks etc. When it seems like cleaning it up and adding
light and increasing safety, signage and marketing and then focusing on outer trails.
A: Absolutely, thank you.

22. Q: Off topic, but has anyone talked with the Deep Well Marketplace? I think its so emblematic
as to how Prescott looked at the creeks, just fenced off and the back of building to a park.
Granite Creek Park is beautiful and should be Prescott’s backyard. Is anyone talking to those
businesses to open it up and get stuff behind their businesses other than dumpsters. It just
seems like people will go there if they’re on the trail. I’ve thought about going to the businesses
myself to see if they can keep it cleaner. It would improve it so much. They have the “Kissing
Gate” which is a struggle for people with strollers to get through. Its just so unwelcoming.
A: If you’re going to declutter your house, you don’t take everything out of every box and go
through it all at once. You have to pick a focus. The idea here was that this is a highly used area
that we could start the focus. In my vision, I see us expanding this kind of thing beyond the
borders of even Prescott. But you have to start somewhere and that’s what this is. It’s a focus
effort and it’s the first time we as a community have come together on this section and gotten
the huge amount of people involved. We absolutely see a future of expanding it and its going to
be a continuous effort with citizens like yourself who want to be involved and can jump on
board and be apart of it. But it has to be phase one.
23. Q: Even with Granite Creek Park, to add, I know it was when the Parks Department got
obliterated with budget. But you used to have nice fencing and flowers when you came in, and
now you’ve got some broken poles and dead flowers, and it looks sad. Do we need like a
“Friends of Granite Creek Park” or something like that?
A: Is that something you would be interested in, helming it up? We could be interested in
teaming up. Additionally, we’ve talked to a rep from the Deep Well Marketplace and they are
super excited about the project and the second they see it being cleaned and bringing
customers, they are ready to take the fence down.
24. Q: I have questions about having restrooms along the Creek? I have concerns have a bathroom
so close to the Creek.
A: I don’t think there are any plans with the corridor itself, yet. There might be apart of the City
park to add one. Working with the Farmers Market and hotel, there will be another restroom
installed there. We are trying to locate it right now and we have kind of decided to have it closer
to the playground and splashpad. And we are looking in that area.
25. Q: Will the playground and splashpad be open to the public or just hotel guests?
A: The public.

26. Q: Off topic question, if we can’t get enough grant money to fund the project, will the financial
burden fall on the business owners along the corridor?
A: As of now, we have not had any discussion about that and I would think that until we know
the costs and elements, the plan is to seek grant funding and incorporate it into the City budget.
We haven’t foreseen or identified any cost sharing for businesses. Now, if it comes down to
fencing, that gets into a lot of technical stuff that we haven’t discussed. Each section of the
project has a different focus. So if we are talking about murals, there are grant funding and
people willing to fund just murals. Those are completely different from those who fund water
quality, safety, and lighting. It’s all different funding. So, there are opportunities to separate it
out to little things and go to different groups and pools for funding and try to bring it all
together, which is why this planning phase is so important to iron out exactly what we want to
do and then we can break out into smaller sections and make them feasible bites. Tyler I would
just like to add to that by saying “Michael Lamar has really shown his intent to support this
program and the City is 100% behind this. Our bed tax can be used for two things, to promote
the City tourism, and tourism. This is a nice combination of both, and the City is behind it.” –
Billie Orr
27. Q: Will there be more of these meetings?
A: Yes, our next meeting is in two days for the general public. We are expecting a good turnout.
Then we will have another meeting for everyone to present the results of the survey and the
Master Plan in September and will communicate just like this time. We will have more progress
done by then.
28. Q: What is the timeline for the project?
A: We want to be done with the Master Plan by the end of this year. And then, City budget
starts in the Spring. So we will be looking at funding and getting added to the cycle.
29. Q: Farmers Market next year?
A: It should run pretty much in timeline with the hotel. The hotel is breaking ground this week,
with a 14‐month schedule.
30. Q: What are they doing to the bridge at the hotel?
A: They will be restoring it and it will be accessible for public access and special events. It may
even be lighted. It will be a great connection across the Creek.

31. Q: What are the plans for Granite Street?
A: So, as part of this project, we don’t have much going on with the street. We hope the corridor
will help bring folks and attention and positive traffic to that area.
32. Q: Will they be putting in curbs or anything as we have no driveway?
A: Not for our project, no.
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1. Public Relations Scope of Work
1.1 Project Information
The City of Prescott (City) has undertaken a project to create a Master Plan to revitalize a 1.2 mile stretch of
Granite Creek. The Master Plan will focus on the Granite Creek Trail and Greenway Trail, from Aubrey Street to
Granite Creek Park. The corridor allows for various access points to businesses, restaurants, Mile High Middle
School, downtown events, and more. The Master Plan is being created to enhance the creek corridor through
improving the function of the creek, water quality, trails, access points, and enhancing security and
beautification.
1.2 Public Involvement Scope of Work
Beta Public Relations (BetaPr) was tasked with providing the City of Prescott City Manager’s Office public
involvement services for the Granite Creek Corridor Revitalization Project. BetaPr provided the following
Scope of Work to the City on Thursday, September 19, 2019.
Task 1 – Facilitate Public Meeting
BetaPr facilitated a community open house meeting for business owners, residents, and the general public
on Tuesday, October 15, 2019. The meeting presented how the input gathered from previous meetings
has been incorporated into the Master Plan. Facilitation efforts included producing meeting materials,
assisting with presentations, and meeting set‐up and take‐down.
Task 2 – Progress Meetings
BetaPr attended a progress meeting to coordinate the public involvement effort with the project team.
The meeting was held on Thursday, September 24, at Prescott City Hall.

2. Community Open House Meeting Summary
2.1 Community Open House Meeting Date, Time, and Location
The following venue for the Community Open House Meeting was secured based on its proximity to the
project area:
Tuesday, October 15, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Prescott Public Library
215 East Goodwin Street, Prescott, Arizona, 86303
2.2 Community Open House Meeting: Attendees
A total of 48 stakeholders signed in when they arrived (Appendix A), with approximately 10 attendees
opting not to sign‐in. Most community meeting attendees were residents or business owners who are
interested in the project and wanted to see the most recent draft of the Master Plan and how their
feedback was incorporated.
2.3 Community Open House Meeting: Comment Forms
27 comment forms were submitted to BetaPr at the conclusion of the meeting (Appendix B).
Meeting attendees were also told they could mail or email their comments directly to the City Manager’s
Office at a later date.
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2.4 Meeting: Displays
A total of five displays (Appendix C) were produced for the community open house meeting. The displays
were produced by the project’s design engineer Kimley‐Horn and Associates, Inc. (Kimley‐Horn), and BetaPr.




One FAQ display – produced by BetaPr
Three collage displays – produced by BetaPr
One roll plot of the Master Plan – produced by Kimley‐Horn/BetaPr
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APPENDIX B
Community Open House Meeting Comment Forms
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APPENDIX C
Community Open House Meeting Displays

GRANITE CREEK CORRIDOR MASTER PLAN
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